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2022 年 2 月 10 日 

2022 年 1 月 26 日に発表した『Tokyo2020 を契機とした訪日プロモーション効果と JNTO のレガシー』

の英語版“The Tokyo2020 Games–JNTO's tourism promotion legacy”を公表いたします。 

 

なお、日本語版は以下の URL からご参照ください。 

https://www.jnto.go.jp/jpn/news/press_releases/20220126.pdf  

 

Tokyo2020大会に関する JNTO効果測定レポートの 

英語版公表のお知らせ 

 

～ 

https://www.jnto.go.jp/jpn/news/press_releases/20220126.pdf
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Executive Summary

3© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved

As a result of JNTO’s survey, the Tokyo 2020 Games was a 

fantastic opportunity to showcase Japan as a travel 

destination.

 From the foreign residents survey, approximately 390 

million people in 13 countries and regions gained an 

interest in visiting Japan in post pandemic

 From the Media survey, more than 80% were positive 

about revisiting Japan in the future for news coverage

 Japan was positively recognized through the Tokyo 2020 

Games as a good travel destination – e.g. National 

Geographic Traveller (UK)

 Both foreign media and residents showed interest in the 

2025 Osaka-Kansai Expo

 JNTO’s tourism promotion had a positive impact 

towards future tourist visits
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I. Objective

This report summarizes achievements of tourism promotion efforts carried out 

by the Japan National Tourism Organization (JNTO) in conjunction with the 

Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games (hereinafter the ”Tokyo 2020 

Games”) and highlights the international perspective about visiting Japan.

1. Objective

This report does not cover evaluation of tournament management, economic 

effects associated with the Tokyo 2020 Games, and regional spillover effects.

2. Scope

The goal is to utilize the experience of the Tokyo 2020 Games as a tourism promotion 

legacy for future mega-events such as the 2025 Osaka-Kansai EXPO. 

3. Goal

© Karolina Höglind

5© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved
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II. Tokyo2020: JNTO's Strategy and Initiatives
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Targeted markets

Our 2 key messages

Lesser known regional attractions
• Promoting Japan through the Tokyo 2020 Games to those who did

not consider Japan as a travel destination, especially focusing on

regional tourism

• Promoting a variety of nature and outdoor activities

• Promoting Japan as an accessible travel destination

• Japan is taking an advanced approach to accessibility. The

infrastructure allows people with disabilities and the elderly with

mobility restrictions to travel safely

Japan’s accessibility

© Kamijima Tourism Association

Canoe Experience (Mie Pref.） Kōdō Experience (Kyoto Pref.）

©Okinawa Prefectural Government.All Right Reserved.

Paragliding (Yamagata Pref.） Marine Activities (Okinawa Pref.）

©Soaring Systems Paragliding school

USA

4 countries identified as priority markets based on their interest in the

Tokyo 2020 Games and potential for growing number of visitors to

Japan in the future

China

UK

Leveraging

the 2019 RWC Legacy

France
Next host country of the

Summer Olympics & Paralympics

Other targets

East Asia
Large number of tourists to Japan in the past; and potential to grow

due to the Tokyo 2020 Games

Europe

Smaller number of tourists in the past, but with potential to grow as a

result of interest in the Tokyo 2020 Games

Others
Some number of visitors to Japan; certain interest in the Tokyo 2020

Games

Top 

priority

Priority

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved
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Focused on media strategies and digital information, which will lead to future visits to Japan, 

given the entry and spectators bans and movement restrictions

Our approach to the media

Digital

Actively distributed media kits and newsletters associated with the Tokyo 

2020 Games to encourage article publications by international media. Our 

approach to the media focused on building lasting relationships by 

responding to their individual requests due to media coverage challenges during 

the COVID-19 pandemic.

In addition, held the “Japan Showcase” at the Tokyo Media Center 

operated by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government to promote regional 

attractions, in collaboration with 32 local governments and DMOs across 

Japan, providing information online.

In light of the decision to hold the Games without international spectators on 

March 2021, the focus was on future visits to Japan and on strengthening digital 

advertising and online contents on JNTO's website for the Tokyo 2020 

Games, highlighting sports and activities to enjoy in Japan, and introducing the 

charms of the 47 prefectures and its accessibility.

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved
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Collaboration with official sponsors

Collaborated with the official sponsor VISA, which enabled the 

effective use of the composite logo of VISA and the Tokyo 2020 

Games. 

JNTO promotion video featured an Olympic gold medalist from 

Team VISA experiencing nature, outdoors, cultural activities in 

various parts of Japan.

Collaborated with the Tokyo 2020 Games Organizing 

Committee and the Tokyo Metropolitan Government to ensure 

successful promotion by creating synergies on web site, promotional 

videos, delivering tourist information, and circulating information to 

the media.

In addition, carried out media coverage tours in collaboration with 

symbolic events which attracted attention of international media.

Collaboration with related organizations

Collaborated with local governments and DMOs all across Japan in order 

to circulate information about tourism attractions, mainly by sharing tourism 

information on regional attractions at the Tokyo Media Center and 

responding to inquiries from the media.

Collaboration with local governments 

and Destination Management Offices(DMOs)

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved
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Intensive digital promotion to stimulate future visits to Japan through online advertising, TV commercials, 

and outdoor advertising, with a total of more than 310 million views of JNTO’s promotional video

JNTO Promotion Effects – Achievements

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved

Outdoor advertising with a focus on the 

next host venue: 56 million viewers

Period: July-September 2021

Location: US Angel Stadium, Paris CDG Airport, etc.

Global media TV commercials: 

120 million views

Period: June-September 2021

Countries: in cooperation with the Olympic and Paralympic Games 

certified media NBC (US) and Eurosport (Europe), and other global 

media e.g. Sky Sport (Europe), Shanghai Five-Star Sports (China), 

Fox Sport Asia (Southeast Asia)

Period: March-October 2021

Countries: 12 countries including the United States, 

China, Europe, Australia, and Asian countries

～ Promotional video introducing Japan through the 

eyes of a gold medalist traveling across Japan ～
Featuring Ashton Eaton, a US decathlon gold medalist from both the 

London and Rio Games, as he experiences sports such as running, 

canoeing, and cycling and cultural activities in various regions of 

Japan.

Online advertisement: 

Over 140 million views
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More than 70% of the respondents from the US, China, UK and France answered that they "want to visit 

Japan" as a result of watching the advertisement

Source: JNTO Advertising Business Survey

Source: NBC Survey

According to an NBC survey, which holds the exclusive rights to broadcast the Olympics in the US, 95% of 

commercial viewers had a positive impression about Japan and 40% said that they would consider Japan 

for their next overseas trip

JNTO Promotion Effects – Positive attitude change

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved

NBC Commercial Audience Survey

n=480  2021/7/19-8/1

95% of commercial viewers are positive about Japan 40% of commercial viewers said they would consider Japan 
for their next overseas trip. ＋17% points compared to those 

who did not watch the commercial
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JNTO Promotion Effects - Approaching international media

Newsletters and information on various activities and destination stories, which went beyond sports were 

delivered to more than 1,500 leading media journalists in the four priority markets (US, China, UK, France) 

and reached to more than 1.34 billion people through related coverages

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved

Sample coverages:

AFP (France) 7/19

CNBC Travel (US) 8/13 COSOMO (China) 8/13 Atlas Obscura (US) 8/27 Japan Times 9/18 Culture Trip (UK) 10/6

CNBC Travel (US) 7/30
Sina News (China) 7/20

China.com (China) 7/27

Estado de S.Paulo (Brazil) 

8/8
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JNTO Promotion Effects - Approaching international media

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved

Example of coverage resulting from promotion： Travel Pulse Magazine (US)

（2021/8/31）

“Japan has wonderful regional tourist spots that are still unknown, and we provide accessible 

tourism enabling everyone to travel with confidence.”

“Tokyo is not the only destination in Japan that offers accessibility. Many other destinations offer 

accessible sports activities.”

Accessibility information through websites, 

newsletters, etc.

Examples

• Barrier-free transportation / accommodations / 

tourist facilities

• Activity spots

• Okinawa Pref. : Barrier-free marine activities

• Hyogo Pref. : Beach walks in strollers and 

wheelchairs

• Nagano Pref. : Dual ski

• Yamagata Pref. : Wheelchair paraglider

Proactive information dispatching about accessible tourism from a sustainability perspective in various 

regions of Japan, reached over 100 million people
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A questionnaire survey was conducted among 209 foreign media journalists who visited Japan during the Tokyo 2020 Games

 The most appealing aspect of Japan was the country’s “history and traditional culture” (39.2%), followed by “food culture”

(38.3%) and “famous tourist spots” (29.7%)

 In addition, there was an interest in “activities”, “2022 World Masters Games” and “2025 Osaka-Kansai Expo”

 More than 80% of the respondents were positive about revisiting Japan for news coverage, indicating that the country is

appealing to them as a destination for news coverage

Media Survey – Interest in Japan

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved

15.8

11.5

11.0

11.0

9.1

8.1

7.7

6.7

6.2

5.3

3.8

2.9

0.0

1.0
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国民性

政治

パンデミックへの対応

その他

特に関心はない

Intention to revisit JapanMost attractive things in Japan Interest for future coverage of Japan

q30 What would you be interested in if you were 

to provide coverage of Japan again in the 

future?：n=209 MA※

q29 Would you like to visit Japan to provide news 

coverage again in the future?：n=209

q25 What did you find most attractive about 

Japan while covering your story?：n=209 MA 

(Multiple Answers)※

37.8

33.0

31.6

28.2

26.8

22.5

20.6

16.3

16.3

15.3

8.1

8.1

0.5

1.4

0 10 20 30 40 50

famous tourist spots

history and traditional culture

food culture

activities (including sports)

scenery / landscape

pop culture

2022 World Masters Games

economy

2025 Osaka-Kansai Expo

national character

pandemic preparedness

politics

others

none in particular

※The figures on the graphs are the sums of the percentages (%) of the first through fifth answers for each option.

Source: JNTO Foreign Media Survey

（％） （％） （％）
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Can’t say, 

5.3

Not really, 

4.3

No, 5.3
Don’t 
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Not 
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, 2.4

82.8% of 

respondents 

are positive
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 As for information sources, traditional sources such as "sports programs" and "news programs" are ranked high, while sources

such as "search engines" and "video sites such as YouTube" showed a strong presence

 In the coverage area, event host cities were the most popular coverage areas, with about half of the respondents setting up

coverage periods outside of the event period, indicating a strong willingness to cover areas other than the event itself

 Online coverage method was more common than face-to-face, and many respondents cited online-related options as a condition

for tourism-related exposure in connection with future mega-events

Media Survey – Behavioral patterns

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved

Tools for information gathering

q10 What sources of information about Japan did you check 

prior to visiting Japan in order to decide the content of your 

coverage?：n=209 MA ※

Coverage Methods

Online 

38.3

Face-to 

face, 

31.6

Both online 

and face-to-

face, 28.7

Others, 1.4

17.2

14.4

13.4

12.9

12.4

11.5

10.5

10.0

9.6

9.1

0 10 20

sports programs

news programs

sports newspaper

search engines

video sites such as YouTube

Special websites for international events, etc.

travel magazines, guidebooks, and free papers

colleagues, bosses, and networks within the company

personal SNS and blogs

other TV programs

Areas to be visited for the coverage

q13 Which areas of Japan do you plan to 

visit for your coverage?：n=209

TOP20

Source: JNTO Foreign Media Survey

※The figures on the graphs are the sums of the percentages (%) of the first through fifth answers for each option.

（％）
（％） （％）

q27 How did you primarily cover 

content?：n=209
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Foreign Residents Survey – Interest and willingness to visit Japan

 A questionnaire survey of 8,034 foreign residents from 13 countries and regions was conducted highlighting trends in interest in

Japan and changes in attitude resulting from the Tokyo 2020 Games

－ Screening conditions for the survey: 1) residents from 13 countries and regions: the US, China, the UK, France, Germany, Italy, 

Spain, South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Canada, Australia, and Russia, who are  2) males and females in their 20s or older 3) 

aware that the Olympic and Paralympic Games were held in Japan and 4) either a. or b. below:

a. Have traveled or would like to travel primarily for the purpose of an international mega-event

b. Have been interested in the host country through international mega-events or event promotions and actually traveled or 

wanted to travel to the country after that or would like to travel there

 44.2% of the respondents have become more interested in Japan through watching this event and 73.2% of the respondents are

willing to visit Japan after the pandemic is over

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved

Interest in Japan through TOKYO 2020

It has gotten 

stronger, 13.6 

It has 

somewhat 

gotten 

stronger, 

30.6 

No 

change, 

49.4 

It has somewhat 

gotten weaker, 4.6 

It has gotten weaker, 1.8 

44.2% of 

respondents 

have become 

more 

interested in 

Japan

（％）

Intention to visit Japan after pandemic

q32 Would you like to visit Japan when the 

pandemic is over, regardless of when the 

international mega-event is held? : n=8,034

Yes, 35.7 

Somewhat, 

30.8 

Can’t 

say, 20.4 

Not really, 

5.7 

No, 3.7 Don’t know / Not 

interested, 3.8 

66.5% of 

respondents 

are willing to 

visit 

international 

mega events 

in Japan

q31 If an international mega-event is held in 

Japan after the pandemic is over, would you like 

to visit? : n=8,034

Yes, 

44.0 

Somewhat, 

29.2 

Can’t 

say, 

16.2 

Not really, 

4.7 

No, 3.3 Don’t know / Not 

interested, 2.7 

73.2％ of 

respondents 

are willing to 

visit Japan

q26 Has your interest in Japan gotten stronger 

through watching the Tokyo Olympic and 

Paralympic Games? : n=7,320

Source: JNTO Foreign Residents Survey

（％） （％）



22.5 

38.9 

21.3 

18.1 

16.0 

14.3 

0 10 20 30 40 50

Number of n not included in response

I had a strong intention to visit Japan from the very first, regardless of the Tokyo Olympic and

Paralympic Games

Watching the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games made me want to visit Japan

Seeing social media posts about Japan, etc. by players, staff and those concerned who

participated in the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games made me want to visit Japan

Promotions of Japan related to the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games made me want to

visit Japan

The media reporting the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games made me want to visit Japan

III. Tokyo2020 from an International Perspective
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Foreign Residents Survey – Willingness to visit Japan resulting from 

the Tokyo 2020 Games

 Among the respondents who showed their willingness to visit Japan, 38.6% answered that the Tokyo 2020 Games motivated

them to visit Japan.

 Based on the percentage of respondents who answered this questionnaire and on the population of each country, it can be

estimated that approximately 390 million people in 13 countries and regions have become interested to visit Japan

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved

Increased willingness to visit Japan resulting from TOKYO2020

q33 Did you answer that you would like to visit Japan in q31 and q32* due to the following reasons related to the Tokyo Olympic and 

Paralympic Games? n=8,034 MA

Respondents who were 

newly motivated to visit 

Japan resulting from 

TOKYO 2020

38.6%

61.4%

Respondents not included in 

the survey & those who were 

originally highly motivated to 

visit Japan

※ Q31： If an international mega-event is held in Japan after the pandemic is over, would you like to visit Japan? 

※ Q32： Would you like to visit Japan when the pandemic is over, regardless of when the international mega-event is held?

Source: JNTO Foreign Residents Survey

（％）
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 390 million estimated people interested to visit Japan were reached through the following channels:

• 200 million people have become interested through watching the Tokyo 2020 Games

• 180 million people have become interested through SNS posts, etc. 

• 160 million people have become interested through promotions

• 140 million people have become interested through media news coverage

Foreign Residents Survey – New reaches by channel

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved

（億人）

Increased willingness to visit Japan resulting from TOKYO2020

Recalculating how much of new reach was achieved for each channel based on q33 on the previous page ("Total new reach" is 

the total number of n excluding duplicates of multiple responses)

（100 million people）

Source: JNTO Foreign Residents Survey
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The media reporting the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games made me want to visit Japan

Promotions of Japan related to the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games made me want to visit

Japan

Watching the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games made me want to visit Japan

Seeing social media posts about Japan, etc. by players, staff and those concerned who participated

in the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games made me want to visit Japan
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Foreign Residents Survey – Positive change in impression of Japan

 More than 30% of the respondents answered that their impression of Japan had changed for the better through the advertising

and promotion of the Tokyo 2020 Games, and in particular, their impression of Japan’s “history and traditional culture” and

“scenery and landscape” has improved

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved

Change in impression of Japan through advertising, etc.

q20 Has your impression of Japan changed due to advertising and 

publicity，etc., upon the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games?：
n=8,034

q21 What points made your impression better through advertising 

and publicity for the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games? ：
n=2,667 MA

Better, 

9.4 

Somewhat 

better, 

23.8 

No 

change, 

58.0 

Somewhat 

worse, 6.7 

Worse, 2.0 

43.6 

43.3 

43.1 

34.9 

31.3 

26.1 

23.7 

18.3 

0.5 

0 10 20 30 40 50

history and traditional culture

famous tourist spots

scenery / landscape

food culture

technology

pandemic support

national character

pop culture

others

（％）

Source: JNTO Foreign Residents Survey

33.2％ of 
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Reader Awards

Japan‘s nature, culture and unique regional attractions were positively recognized through the Tokyo 2020 Games, and Japan 

was awarded as the “Best long-haul destination” and “The wish-list destination” in the Reader Awards 2021 of the 

National Geographic Traveler (UK).（2021/11/30）

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved

BEST LONG-HAUL DESTINATION

Winner: Japan
Tokyo stepped into the sporting spotlight for 2021’s Olympic Games, so it’s 

little surprise Japan also leapt up to the podium as your number-one 

destination for a far-flung adventure. You showed us that Japan, with its 

beguiling natural and cultural diversity, is a favourite long-haul destination, 

racking up votes from travellers across the board. This is a timeless 

destination, where a stay at an ultra-modern, high-rise hotel can be 

combined with a bullet train ride out to a traditional, rural ryokan or a soak 

in a steaming onsen. There’s never been a more exciting time to visit, either: 

from countryside walking tours to deep-dive food and culture itineraries, 

tour operators are now offering more choice than ever before.

National Geographic Traveler (UK) is a NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC brand travel 

magazine. This is the sixth time the award has been held, and Japan has been selected as 

"The wish-list destination" in 2019 as well.

Source: https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/travel/reader-awards-2021THE WISH-LIST DESTINATION

Winner: Japan
The more we travel, the more we realise there’s still so much of the world left to see. So, where’s that one place you’ve been dreaming of in recent 

months? Our team compiled a list of destinations on our radar, from Australia to Colombia and beyond, and you singled out Japan as your wish list 

winner. And with tourism organisations focusing on promoting the country’s lesser-known islands and cities, Japan’s unique and varied offerings are 

now more accessible than ever. This is a double-whammy win for the nation, which also bagged the top prize in our Big Trip category. It’s clear that 

Japan’s stint as Olympic host has done much to keep it present in our minds — and firmly on our travel wish lists. 

https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/travel/reader-awards-2021
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 Both foreign media and residents showed interest in the 2025 Osaka-Kansai Expo which is an encouraging result

towards the future travel to Japan for the Expo

 In particular, 66.5% of foreign residents said they would like to visit international mega-events in Japan and of these, 27.0% would like

to visit the Expo

 JNTO will focus on increasing "fans of Japan" by leveraging the legacy gained from the Tokyo 2020 Games

Attention to the EXPO

© Japan National Tourism Organization （JNTO） All rights reserved

Q What would you be interested in if you were to cover about 

Japan in the future?：n=209 MA※

▼Media Survey

Q If international mega-events are held in 

Japan in the future, which sports/events 

would you like watch/attend?：n=8,034

MA※

▼Foreign Residents Survey
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※The figures on the graphs are the sums of the percentages (%) of the first through fifth answers for each option.
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